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Mai didn’t know, someone was already eyeing them now.

The taxi stopped at the gate of Shangri-La, and Mai got out of
the car with Mike’s help.

Immediately, the exhausted two people hurriedly returned to
the room to rest.

However, Isaac Cameron’s subordinates, as well as the
descendants of the Elms family, took a car and chased the taxi
and left the scene.

A few minutes later, they forced the taxi to stop at an
intersection. Among them, Isaac Cameron’s men immediately
came to the window of the cab, looked at the driver, and
asked: “Where did the grandfather and grandson you sent me
just now? car?”

“This one……”

The taxi driver was a little nervous when he saw that the
visitor was unkind, and he didn’t know whether he should
answer truthfully.

The man of Isaac Cameron threw 10,000 yuan in cash directly
through the window and said: “We are don Albert friends, you
answer honestly, no one will embarrass you, and the 10,000
yuan is the same. Your reward.”

After speaking, the conversation turned and threatened: “But
if you don’t tell, or if you don’t tell the truth, don’t blame us
for being rude to you! I also took down your license plate, as



long as I let the wind go, you will be there in the future.
Aurous Hill can hardly move!”

If you mention Isaac Cameron’s name, the taxi driver may not
know it, but if you mention Don Albert’s name, no taxi driver
does not know.

After all, Don Albert is the boss of the entire underground
world of Aurous Hill, with many younger brothers under his
hands, and monopolizes many industries in Aurous Hill,
especially nightclubs and bars.

Taxi drivers work in such places every day, and naturally know
these things well.

Therefore, as soon as he heard Don Albert’s name, the driver
almost immediately said, “Big brother, I said, I said! Those two
people were in the car on the side of the road near Phoenix
Mountain!”

“Phoenix Mountain?!” Isaac Cameron’s subordinates frowned:
“There is nowhere besides Phoenix Mountain Cemetery,
right?”

“Yes!” The driver nodded and said, “There are no people
nearby. There used to be a small village that was bought by
the developer of Phoenix Mountain Cemetery and moved
away.”

Isaac Cameron’s men nodded slightly and said coldly,
“Remember, don’t tell anyone what happened just now, do
you understand?”

The driver quickly said: “Don’t worry, I understand!”

After speaking, he handed out another ten thousand yuan, and
said nervously: “Brother, you should keep the money, I can’t
ask for…”



Isaac Cameron’s men scolded, “If you let you hold it, you can
hold it. Why is there so much nonsense? Go!”

The driver didn’t dare to make a mistake, so he had to accept
the money and kicked the accelerator.

Isaac Cameron’s men hurriedly reported the proved situation
to Isaac Cameron, and Isaac Cameron also told Charlie the first
time.

Charlie heard that Mai’s ancestors and grandchildren had gone
to Phoenix Mountain. He was also a little surprised. He
thought to himself: “These two people came to Aurous Hill to
find me, but what do you do to Phoenix Mountain at night?”

Realizing that something was not quite right, Charlie said to
Isaac Cameron: “Isaac , you can quickly adjust the monitoring
they left Shangri-La to see which taxi they left at the time!”

“Then think of a way to find the driver of this taxi as soon as
possible based on the license plate number, and be sure to ask
exactly where he took these two people to go!”

“In addition, let him remember what the two people talked
about in the car, and tell me as much as you can remember
about the relevant content, and make a transcript and send it
to me!”

“Good master!”
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